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IPSOFACTO has delivered sound, intelligent technical guidance essential to the success of 
small and medium businesses, VC’s, large enterprises, government entities, and non-profit 
organizations for over 20 years. Mindful, ready and aware. Bay Area computer network 
support and San Francisco IT services clients have come to expect these qualities from 
IPSOFACTO. We’re In strategic partnerships that include long-term relationships with 
Microsoft, Dell, HP, Apple, Symantec, Cisco, Meraki and many others. Our sought after 
engineers hold Ph.D, CS, and MBA degrees, as well as MCSE, CCNA, and all advanced vendor 
cecertifications. We offer a calm, capable hand along with cost-efficient network solutions.

ABOUT US

Ardenwood came into this project a bit scared of the mess their previous IT guy had made 
of their internal IT operations. Costs we’re high and the fear of change paralyzed their ability 
to adapt. Now, after partnering with IPSOFACTO, they have clean, organized, scaleable and 
budget friendly IT operations. They are getting industry leading support, ticketing and 
access to the cloud at a fraction of the cost that they were previous investing in IT. 
Ardenwood was paying their previous IT guy $120,000/yr, they are now seeing huge savings 
with IPSOFACTO, paying only $24,000/yr.

ARDENWOOD ENJOYS SAVINGS & PEACE OF MIND 
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INITIAL AUDIT
Assessed needs and designed new 
solution around the clients goals.

FUTURE VISION & 
IMAGINATION
Discussed future planning of IT & 
network development.

PROPOSAL & ROLL OUT
Explanation of products, services and 
time of project all within budget.

ONGOING SUPPORT 
IPSOFACTO provides ongoing 
support and training when needed.
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CASE STUDY PHASES

RESPONSIBLE
Verbs and Shapes, IPSOFACTO 
holds itself accountable to say and 
deliver as promised, on time and in 
scope.

MICROSOFT AZURE
MMicrosfot Azure is an open 
and flexible enterprise cloud 
computing platform providing 
users a more secure, faster 
environment to do more 
with, while saving more 
money.

IT NETWORK CLEANUP
TThe benefits of having great 
IT ops expands beyond the 
effciencies of prodcuts like 
VM Ware, Office 365, and 
windows servers but also into 
huge savings and less head 
aches.

NETWORK SETUP AND SECURITY FOR A LARGE VC FIRM

Ardenwood is a 100,000 square foot facility in the heart of San Francisco. Recommended by the CEO of 
another Bay Area company, Ardenwood partnered with IPSOFACTO to help clean up a mess of a network 
that was created by an un-skilled IT guy. It’s not uncommon for technolgoy to outgrow organizations and 
their staff. IPSOFACTO came in with a private audit, identifying major issues in ther network, processes 
and IT operations. The solution - Less stress, great IT Ops and major savings.

ARDENWOOD PARTNERS WITH IPSOFACTO.

IPSOFACTO IT SERVICES IS YOUR SUCCESS!
LET US HANDLE THE DETAILS, YOU FOCUS ON BUSINESS.


